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What happens when electric utility monopolies pursue their
acquisition interests—undisciplined by competition, and
insu ciently disciplined by the regulators responsible for
replicating competition? Since the mid-1980s, mergers and
acquisitions of U.S. electric utilities have halved the number
of local, independent utilities. Mostly debt- nanced, these
transactions have converted retiree-suitable investments
into subsidiaries of geographically scattered conglomerates.
Written by one of the U.S.’s leading regulatory thinkers, this
book combines legal, accounting, economic and nancial
analysis of the 30-year march of U.S. electricity mergers
with insights from the dynamic eld of behavioral economics.
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‘Scott Hempling’s important new book challenges us to think di erently about purchases, sales,
and mergers of electric utilities. Drawing on his vast understanding of this industry, he argues
that utility franchises are public privileges intended to serve consumers but have become
commodities batted around by private nancial interests. He explains how this has come about,
with what e ects, and what now needs to be done to x it. is book is a must-read for all who
care—and should care—about the private exploitation of public interests.’
– John Kwoka, Finnegan Distinguished Professor of Economics, Northeastern University, US
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‘Scott Hempling does what few in the utility regulatory sphere do. He challenges the regulator
to deeply and fundamentally evaluate the public policy that underpins their decision making.
Here he has chosen one of the most important areas of regulation to issue that challenge—
utility mergers. As this carefully researched and meticulously documented analysis is widely read
by current and future commissioners it will, no doubt, transform that process for the good of all
consumers.’
– Jon Wellingho , CEO of GridPolicy, Inc. and former Chairman, Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, US
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